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MUL’s Hall and YWCA’s
Penebaker honored with
Sacagawea Award

W I S C O N S I N ’ S
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Dr. Eve Hall, president and CEO of the
Milwaukee Urban League (left); and Paula
Penebaker, president and CEO of the
YWCA Southeast Wisconsin, were the
winners of the 2018 Sacagawea Award.
The award recognizes Milwaukee’s trailblazing women who have attained the
pinnacle of their calling, reached out to
guide others along the path to personal
success, and exemplify high standards
in their professional careers. The event
was held at the Pfister Hotel. The Sacagawea Awards is sponsored annually by
the women’s organization, Professional
Dimensions.—Photo by Yvonne Kemp

SPEAKING ON REDLINING AND RACE Ralph Hollmon (pictured above left), former president and CEO of the Milwaukee Urban League,

When “NO”
is good!

spoke on redlining after the showing of the Wisconsin Pubic Television’s “City Within A City: When Pretty Soon Runs Out,” a documentary that explores the stories
and lives of low-income families impacted by the development. Hollmon contextualized the docmentary and its meaning as it relates to race. His talk and the
screening was part of a three part lecture series on redlining, racism and reflection. The series was part of the exhibition, “Jews, Blacks and the Struggle for Civil
Rights at the Jewishmuseum of Milwaukee. At right, Hollmon is pictured with Black attendees of the lecture (seated, left to right): Joyce Mallory, Freida Webb,
Cathy O. Wanzo and Toni M. Anderson. (Back row): Willie Hines, Janel Hines, Hollmon and his wife, Margaret Hollmon, and Rodney Bourrage.—Photo by Kemp

is hard to swallow, and requires the
development of a thick skin and a
very short memory.
But the word can also serve as fuel
for artists, driving him or her to continue plugging away reworking, reshaping, and re-presenting their
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PULSE OF THE
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

“ Do you think the
Milwaukee Bucks will still
make the playoffs this
season?”

John Ridley

artistic creations and ideas until they
finally...finally hear the most desired
and elusive word in their world:
“YES!”
Milwaukee native, author, and
Oscar-winning screenwriter John Ridley has heard his share of “NOs”—

“I belive the
Bucks will
make the
playoffs because we are
DUANE
energized!
MOSS, SR.
They all are
starting players and have recovered (from injury) and are
playing at a high energy level.”

Health department
joins other health
agencies in doubling
efforts to halt rise in
STIs and HIV

A M E R I C A N

By Thomas E. Mitchell, Jr.

Dr. Lester L. Carter, Jr., R.Ph. signed copies of his book,
“Healing the Human Body with God’s Remedies,” and answered questions about natural remedies for ailments at
Canaan Baptist Church, 2964 N. 11th St. Dr. Carter is pictured here with Ann Wilson, chair of the church’s engagement committee, which sponsored the event.
—Photo by Yvonne Kemp

In the creative arts world, the word
“NO” is a gut-wrenchingly familiar
word for writers, playwrights and actors, even producers who pitch ideas
to investors for television, movie and
stage ideas.
There is a finality to the word that

A F R I C A N

Passion for
serving others is
what’s driving
Felesia Martin’s
run for county
board seat

DR. CARTER MAKES “HOUSE-CALL”
AT CANAAN BAPTIST CHURCH

Milwaukee native, author and Oscar winning
screen-writer unveils plan to open building
for the city’s arts community
By Thomas E. Mitchell, Jr.

ELECTION
WATCH
2018

L A R G E S T

“If you want something done, you
have to do it yourself!”
That’s an iconic phrase all of us
have heard at one time or another. It
best sums up the “do it yourself”
mentality we often times adopt when
something needs to be done and
there’s no one else to do it or help
you do it.
That’s the attitude Milwaukee
County Board
candidate Felesia Martin
adopted when
outgoing
County Board
Sup. Michael
Mayo
revealed to her
he was stepping down at
the end of his Felesia Martin
term representing the seventh supervisory district.
“No one else wanted to run, or feel
they could beat an incumbent (which
Mayo was before he announced his
retirement from the board several
months ago),” said Martin in a recent
interview about her candidacy.
Mayo told Martin he was stepping
down during a meeting the two had
in his county courthouse office. Martin was there to discuss the issues
facing the district like transportation
and juvenile corrections.
Martin asked Mayo when was he
going to retire, noting she had an interest in public service dating back to
her childhood.
“That’s when he told me he was
going to retire,” said Martin, adding
(contiunued on page 9)

N E W S P A P E R

Compiled by MCJ Editorial Staff
While students across the nation-and the Milwaukee
area-demonstrated Wednesday to bring attention to
the national crisis of school gun violence and demand
local and federal government enact stricter laws to
prevent easy access to guns, a coalition of local health
agencies gathered the day before to bring attention to
another crisis.

The crisis: The alarming increase in the number of sexually
transmitted infections (STIs) diagnosed in the city. Milwaukee
is one of a number of cities reporting increases in the number of
diagnosed HIV/STI cases.

Of 127 people recently tested in one social network, 76 tested positive for
HIV, syphilis or both.
Last year, there were 4,400 cases of gonorrhea in Milwaukee, the highest
number of cases in the nation. It’s a new development in a continuing epidemic that has the city among the worst nationally for sexually transmitted
diseases.
The Milwaukee Health Department (MHD) also expressed concern about
three cases of congenital syphilis that were identified in 2017. “This is considered a sentinel event, it rarely occurs,” said Milwaukee Health Commissioner Dr. Patricia McManus in a statement during a news conference on the
matter at city hall.
“The last known, single case, was in 2012. The MHD strongly encourages
pregnant women and women of childbearing ages to use protection, get regularly tested for HIV/STIs and complete treatment regiments as required.”
“If this isn’t a wake-up call for the city of Milwaukee and parents throughout the area, I don’t know what will be,” said Michael Gifford of the AIDS
Resource Center of Wisconsin (ARCW).
Gifford admitted the response by the city and health agencies to sexually
transmitted infections (STIs) “has not been nearly enough.”
Aside from ARCW and MHD, representatives of Milwaukee Public
Schools, Diverse & Resilient, Planned Parenthood, and Children’s Hospital
and the Medical College of Wisconsin also promised stepped-up efforts to
deal with the crisis.
McManus noted Milwaukee, like other cities, has a high number of vulnerable populations which are experiencing high incidences of diagnosis.
Vulnerable populations include Men Who Have Sex With Men (MSMs),
ethnic minorities, injection drug users, women (especially those in the sex
trade), and young people caught up in sex trafficking.

(continued from page 8)

Artist rendering of NO Studios.
more than he probably cares to remember—before finally hearing the
word that green-lights dreams.
It’s a word you hear a lot in the art
world, said Ridley. “I never took it as

a negative.”
In Japan, “No” has a different
meaning for artists in that country. It
is a root word for “skill,” “talent,”
“artistic endeavor.”

have a new

are having a
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coach and
they are a
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“The Bucks

great season
and they

LATANYA
COSEY
fan support cheering them
have a lot of
on.”

“In Japan,
‘NO’ has a
different
meaning for
artists in that
country. It is a
root word for
‘skill,’ ‘talent,’
‘artistic
endeavor.’

(continued on page 4)

“Of course, I
am hoping the
Bucks will
make the playoffs. With
DARRIN
Jabari Parker REASBY
back and Giannis Anteokounmpo
working together as a team. Our
chances are very good. Go Bucks!
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Brewers staffers read Dr. Seuss
to children at Siefert School

Three members of the Milwaukee Brewers front office (left to right): Erica
Bowring, manager of community relations; Kristin Miller, director of suites
services; and Katina Shaw, senior director-community relations and family
liaison, read three books by Dr. Seuss to students at Siefert School.
Siefert was one of many schools in Milwaukee and across the nation that
recently participated in the annual Read Across America program.
Sponsored by the National Education Association (NEA), Read Across
America is a reading movtivation and awareness program that calls for
every child in every community to celebrate reading every March 2, the
birthday of beloved children’s author, Dr. Seuss.
NEA’s Read Across America also provides NEA members, parents, caregivers, and children the resources and activities they need to kep reading
on the calendar 365 days a year.—Photo by Yvonne Kemp

Your baby at
nine months

Your baby is not so newborn anymore. He/she is now three quarters in of
living its first year in Earth! You have
experienced so many growing moments
with your child.

You’ve watched them open their eyes.
You’ve witnessed how they stop crying just at
the sound of your voice or the smell of your
clothes. Your baby has grown so much,
they’ve become almost opposite from the bundle of joy you brought home from the hospital.

So, now we are here at 9 months. In this portion of
2018- Year of the Child’s week by week guide, you’ll
discover what baby milestones you can expect your child
to achieve at this time.
Ninth Month Baby Milestones: Motor Skills
At nine months, your baby has likely become an expert crawler. They may even be so advanced, that they
can crawl all while gripping their favorite toy in one
hand. Some can even crawl up and down stairs with
ease. In addition to crawling and getting ready for walking, 9-month-old babies are also improving their fine
motor skills. With their grasp, they’re able to pick up
smaller toys, and they can better coordinate the movement of both hands. This is the stage where they are
ready and willing to figure out everything works.
Ninth Month Baby Milestones: Communication
If your 9-month-old is like many babies at this age, he
may be babbling away nonstop. Those babbles might
sound almost like real sentences, although no one will
understand them but your baby. However, you may start
to recognize a couple of real words, such as “Mama,”
“Dada,” or “hi.”
Your baby’s understanding of language is improving,
too. If you ask, “Where’s the ball?” your baby may go
pick up a ball. Or you might ask, “Where's the cow?"
and they may point to a picture of a cow.
In the brief pauses between babbles your baby is becoming a good listener and reader of body language. You
may notice that your baby brings you a favorite toy to
see you smile in response.
Some babies are effective comedians, even at this
young age. They’ll blow bubbles and make funny
sounds, just to elicit a laugh from the grown-ups around
them.
Activities to keep your baby on the right growing
path
• Your 9-month-old is eager to move around. Give
them plenty of opportunities to crawl, stand, and cruise

-- with you nearby to supervise, of course.
• Just like at 6 months, 9 months isn’t too young to
start setting limits. Your baby should understand the
word “no” or a similar means of communication by now.
Use it whenever your little one is about to do something
they should not do.
• Hold your baby’s hands and walk around the room
together so they can practice getting around on two feet.
Your 11-Month Old
In this portion of 2018- Year of the Child’s week by
week guide, you’ll discover what baby milestones you
can expect your child to achieve when he’s 11 months
old.
Eleventh Month Baby Milestones: Motor Skills
At 11 months, your baby should be cruising around
while holding onto the furniture or your hands. He might
even let go of your hands to try out a few tentative steps
alone or he might even be walking independently. Some
babies at this age experiment by standing on their toes
or on one leg.
A few particularly adventurous 11-month-olds find
that climbing is a fun way to explore. They’ll scale counters, get over their crib railing, and put themselves into
some pretty precarious situations.
If you have one of these little climbers, don’t provide
an easy access route. Move chairs away from tables and
countertops so your baby can’t get up high enough to
take a nasty spill.
Your baby will also love opening drawers and cabinets, so be sure to lock up any chemicals, cleaning products, or cosmetics that are within his reach. (Web MD
2016.)
Eleventh Month Baby Milestones: Eating
Your baby should be feeding himself by now with fingers and starting to explore use of a spoon. Fill your 11month-old’s diet with a variety of whole grains, fruit,
vegetables, dairy products -- cheese and yogurt -- and
protein -- beef, chicken, fish, tofu.
Offer a snack in the morning and afternoon to give
your baby enough energy to make it through the day.
Crackers, fruit, and dry cereal are all good snack options.
You will still give 16-20 ounces of milk per day, increasing the use of the sippy cup during the day.
Your baby’s sense of taste is developing, so keep
adding different flavors to the mealtime repertoire. If
you have a particularly picky eater who constantly
pushes away the spoon, don’t give up. Keep trying new
foods. Sometimes, babies have to be exposed to a food
eight to 12 times before they’ll eat it.
At the same time, never force your baby to eat. It’s
better to let young children decide for themselves when
they are full. Research has shown that kids who are made
to clean their plates often turn into overeaters later in
life. (Web MD. 2017)
Eleventh Month Baby Milestones: Communication
Eleven-month-olds realize that they’re unique people.
They have a strong sense of their likes and dislikes, and
they’ve learned to use their emotions to get what they
want -- like throwing a temper tantrum when you try to

(continued on page 8)
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John
Ridley’s
NO Studio

RELIGION
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(continued from front page)
“I wanted to do something with
duality in meaning,” Ridley said in
explaining why he chose the word as
the name for his new arts endeavor:
NO Studios.
NO Studios will be a hub for the
creative arts in downtown Milwaukee. Ridley, along with business partner and Milwaukee County
Executive Chris Abele, has purchased a 40,000 square foot building
at 1037 W. McKinley Avenue in the
newly developed Pabst Brewery
Complex.
The building is currently undergoing extensive renovations in order to
create a social space dedicated to the
creation, curation, and presentation
of art. NO Studios is a for-profit venture that aims to become a sustainable model for bringing the arts to the
city.
It will include long-term and sortterm office space for local individuals, organizations, and companies in
creative fields, a 50-seat screening
room, food and beverage services,
galleries, as well as a roof-top event
space with expansive city
views.
The design
of the space
will be comfortable, open,
modern, and
inviting, encouraging collaboration
among tenants
and welcoming
diverse communities
across the city
to celebrate art
together.
In addition
to serving as a
physical space
for the creative
community
and art lovers
in the city, NO
Studios will
present yearround
programming that
will both provide an opportunity for local
artists to present their work
as well as
bring
in
renowned artisans and artists
working in a
variety of creative
fields
from around
the world to
share
their
knowledge and
work with Milwaukee audiences.
Ridley believes NO Studios will
let Black Milwaukeeans and other
groups of color know they have a
seat at the arts table. He added he
plans to make outreach to communities of color a priority.
“When I was a kid, there was nothing like this at all,” said Ridley. “I
want the community to understand
this (NO Studios) is not for one kind
of person, but all and anyone to share
their art and passions.”
With the notoriety and financial
success he earned from the Academy
Award winning movie, “12 Years a
Slave,” in which he won an Oscar for
Best Screenplay, Ridley said he
wanted to build something positive
off of the momentum his Oscar win
generated.
Conversations with local artists
from a multitude of artistic disciplines revealed to Ridley there was
an urgent need for a sizable artistic
space to create art, edit and screen
films by local companies, and a social space for artists to network with
each other and the public.
Thus, the creation of NO Studios.
Ridley said NO Studios isn’t trying
to compete with the Milwaukee Art
Museum, noting both entities have
different missions. For one, the art
museum is for and supported by patrons of fine art.
“This (No Studios) is a working
space for artists working with a purpose, educating with a purpose and
showing (art) with a purpose. I want
the space to directly engage with the

“When I
was a
kid, there
was
nothing
like this
at all...I
want the
community to
understand
this (NO
Studios)
is not for
one kind
of person, but
all and
anyone
to share
their art
and passions.”

St. Mark wraps up tutor/mentor
program with Keefe Avenue School

St. Mark AME Church recently held a culminating program for its weekly tutoring and mentoring program
for Keefe Avenue students at the church, located at 1616 W. Atkinson Ave. The program was sponsored
by the Geraldine Bradford Women’s Missionary Society. Pictured above are the programs participants and
the church’s new pastor, Rev. Joy L. Gallmon (seated center); seated left to right: Christlyn Frederick-Stanley, the principal of Keefe Avenue School; Anne Beamon, coordinator of the tutoring program; Rev. Gallmon, Helen Harris, president of the missionary society; Leslie Clevert, tutor. (Back row, standing, left to
right): Dan Ajibola, tutor; Abbie Ajibola, mentor; Cassandra Jenkins, FAST; Bettye Washington, Tutor; Judge
Charles Clevert, tutor. Not pictured are George Farrington, tutor; Kathy Farrington, tutor; Dr. Tyrone Carter,
mentor; Emily Carter, mentor.—Photo by Yvonne Kemp

Recollections and Reflections: Fascinating
Autobiography Tells “British Journey” of African Priest
UNITED KINGDOM – Athanasio Dzadagu came to the UK with
dreams of being a high-flying academic, and building on his work as a
respected, dedicated priest. However, over the course of nearly two
decades in his “new” home, Dzadagu wound up leaving the Priesthood
with conviction and passion.
In his new memoir, ‘Recollections and Reflections’ Dzadagu invites
readers to join him on that journey, for a look at life in a strange place,
the beauty and evils of culture, as well as a raw and honest look at how
those at the top of the Catholic Church are destroying it from within.
This book is an autobiographical account by Athanasio Dzadagu, a former Zimbabwean Catholic priest, outlining and reflecting on the experiences he had in Britain during the period from 1996-2014. While indeed
the book is largely about the author’s own experiences as an immigrant,
an African and a Zimbabwean, in many ways it is also a reflection on the
experiences of Zimbabweans in Britain.
These include the challenge of being far away from home, the initial
shock of finding their good English not understood, experiences while
undertaking further studies, the challenge of an environment characterised
by persistent negative headlines about Zimbabwe and its president, Robert
Mugabe and the challenge of British social and cultural values.
The book also opens the reader’s eyes to how, having come to Britain
hoping to return to Zimbabwe as a high-flying academic, to teach in the
Major Seminary or any one of Zimbabwe’s universities, Fr Dzadagu instead ended up leaving priesthood.
“Every Zimbabwean, and of course people from all over the world, have
unique experiences when moving to places like the UK,” explains the author.
“For me, I unexpectedly encountered racism, people who didn’t understand me and struggles to convince others that the stereotypes Mugabe
had created of us might not be entirely true.”
Continuing, “However, there’s another more important strand to my
story, and it’s about the Catholic Church – particularly how two members
forced me to quit after twenty-five years of ministering. I want to prove
that those at the top of the religious executive ladder are often more judgemental, corrupt and cruel than any secular person.
Don’t be fooled that, just because someone is a “man of God”, they are
a good person. Readers will definitely turn the last page of my life story
with plenty to think about.”

In Loving Memory

Hindus urge Adidas and
Pharrell Williams to
rename Holi shoes and
apologize

Hindus feel that Holi footwear collaboratively launched by American
singer Pharrell Williams and multinational sportswear corporation Adidas is
trivialization of traditions-concepts-symbols-beliefs of Hinduism.
Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, urged Pharrell
Williams and Adidas CEO Kasper Rorsted to rename their Holi shoes which
many Hindus felt were highly insensitive as religious festival of Holi was
linked to various deities; and offer formal apology.
Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, indicated that
Pharrell Williams and Adidas should have done some home work before taking Hinduism concepts frivolously and using these to make a fashion statement and sell shoes for mercantile greed, some of which contain leather.
Hinduism was the oldest and third largest religion of the world with about
1.1 billion adherents and a rich philosophical thought and it should not be
taken frivolously. Symbols of any faith, larger or smaller, should not be mishandled, Rajan Zed noted.
Inappropriate usage of Hinduism concepts or symbols or imagery for commercial or other agenda was not okay as it might be painful to many devotees.
Hindus were for free artistic expression and speech as much as anybody else
if not more. But faith was something sacred and attempts at trivializing it
hurt many followers, Zed added.
Twelve Holi shoes, ranging between $95 and $250, appear on Adidas website; five of which are “coming soon”, six are “new” and one is “sold out”.
General release date is March 16, while pre-release was on March two. Adidas states: “inspired by a Hindu festival, artist Pharrell Williams designs these
shoes”. Adidas describes Holi as ancient spiritual festival.
Joie de vivre festival of Holi welcomes the beginning of spring and starts
about ten days before the full moon of Phalguna. The ceremonies include the
lighting of the bonfires, during which all evils are symbolically burnt. Holi
also commemorates the frolics of youthful Lord Krishna; celebrates the death
of demoness Putana, burning of demoness Holika, and destruction of Kama
by Shiva. Holi fell on March two this year.
Adidas, headquartered in Herzogenaurach (Germany) and whose history
goes back to 1924, claims to “produce more than 850 million product units
every year”. “Creating the New” is its 2020 strategy. Adidas—Pharrell
Williams collaboration is said to be in its fourth year.

Quality Service...a tenured tradition sincere concern at your time of need. Offering pre-need, at need and after-care
services to families in Milwaukee, Racine,
Kenosha and other communities
throughout our state.

Earnestine O’Bee-Founder

“The Lord
is greater
than the
giants
you
face.”

St. Anne’s Holy Church of Deliverance invites the

community to join them for Sunday services. St. Anne’s
is located at 5831 W. Burleigh St.: Sunday School starts

at 9:15 a.m., service at 11 a.m.; Thursday Prayer and

—1 John 4:4

Bible study at 5:30 p.m., Prayer on the first and third
Saturday of the month at 1p.m. The pastors at St.
Anne’s are Pastors Herman and Essie Copeland.

Milwaukee
6630 W. Hampton Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53218
Telephone: (414) 462-6020
Fax: (414) 462-9937

Families served by:
Northwest Funeral
Chapel O’Bee, Ford
& Frazier

Racine
800 Barker St.
Racine, WI 53402
Telephone: (262) 637-6400
Fax: (262) 637-6416
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MCJ EDITORIAL

It’s time Black social
service agencies stop getting
only crumbs in Community
Block Grant funding

We’ve always maintained that Black organizations are
best suited and committed to address Black problems.
Not just because they are more culturally attuned to the
constituency than non-African American organizations,
but more so because they are generally compelled to
bringing about the socioeconomic changes that improve
the quality of life for our community.
Although our assessment is generally shared by most
in our community, it is not the guiding thought behind
those who administer the allocation of federal Community Block Grant funds.
A recent report revealed that while African Americans
represent the majority in Milwaukee, CBG funds are disproportionally awarded to White organizations.
An ad hoc review committee headed by former Social
Development Commission executive director Deborah
Blanks prepared the report. It revealed Black organizations are awarded only 17% of the grant contracts to
serve the Black community.
The city will award over $11 million in CBG funds this
year, a minuscule, and ever-dwindling sum to address
the myriad of problems in the Black community, where
the poverty rate hovers around 50%, and the majority of
Black men are unemployed.
The federal funds are also used to address crime and
inadequate housing.
Obviously, we were not surprised by the committee’s
findings. And while we are not completely sold on the assumption that city officials discriminate in the distribution
of funds—whether federal or local—a strong case can be
made that policies and politicians have worked against
Black agencies.
Moreover, it is not a coincidence that as federal funds
have decreased over the last decades, White agencies
have been aggressive in having those funds shifted from
Black agencies, to their agencies.
That means that not only are these “missionaries” taking away jobs from Black professionals, but they are impacting the economic viability of our community.
Some of them are part of a scenario in which poverty is
perpetuated to ensure the employability of the poverty
pimps.
Witness what happened to Career Youth Development,
Project Respect, Northcott Neighborhood House, and
SDC, which lost millions in federal funding for the Headstart program to White agencies.
While we are not discounting the value of good agencies overall, as we noted, there is an intrinsic value in
Black agencies addressing Black issues.
According to the report, securing insurance is a major
impediment for small Black agencies. Ironically, that is
the same reason why many Black businesses are unable
to secure a representative percentage of city, county and
state contracts.
But that’s a problem easily solved, either through application redesigns, or through establishing a funding pool.
Black aldermen should resolve this affront. It makes no
sense for Black agencies to get crumbs while missionary
groups get the loaf.
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Fifty years after landmark Kerner
Report, very, very little has changed!

SIGNIFYIN’

(As a matter of fact, may have even REGRESSED!)

A national coalition of faith based organizations has expressed “disappointment” and “frustration” over the findings of a report that revealed America
continues to be two countries, one whose residents are poor, undereducated
and unemployed, and the other prosperous, educated and healthy.
Well, I’m also frustrated and disappointed. But not at the report’s finding,
but at the faith community for being disappointed and frustrated.
The report, published in last week’s WEEKEND edition, showed little
progress has been made in closing the economic, educational and health care
disparity gaps that divided the two countries.
(I’ll get to my emotional reaction in a minute [or 500 or so words].)
The Kerner Report was the end result of a seven-month long study of race
relations and the apartheid-type conditions that sparked civil unrest in the late
1960s. Presumably motivated by the economic losses, not to mention the international embarrassment reaped on the U.S.A., the commission, created by
President Lyndon B. Johnson, solicited testimony and conducted research
from any and everybody before issuing its report.
The highlight of the report was the admission that: “There were two Americas, separate and unequal” one brown, poor and educated, and the other
white, financially stable and well educated.
In other words, America was not too far removed from South Africa. The
only difference was apartheid in South Africa (supported by the international
Western community, including America was legal. In the good ole U.S.A., it
came under the heading of Jim Crowism and institutional racism.
A half-century and billions of dollars later, a study by the Economic Policy
Institute showed that little has been accomplished to close the gaps.
Aside from educational attainments (Black graduation rates supposedly
doubled) the only notable achievement was by whomever pocketed the money
for selling the 450-plus-page report. Over two million people purchased
copies of the report, apparently to use as doorstoppers and step stools.
According to the Institute report, Black folks with a diploma or GED still
earn 82 cents for every dollar a White drop out makes.
The Black homeownership rate has virtually remained the same since 1968,
and the incarceration rate has tripled.
Blame much of that on the policies of former President Bill Clinton whose
crime bill sent thousands of Black men to prison for using the wrong drug—
crack instead of cocaine, which was preferred for whites.
The employment rate supposedly increased. But I assume it included some

By Mikel Kwaku Oshi Holt

of the aforementioned brothers whose found employment behind bars making
license plates.
The report also showed that the “typical Black family had almost no wealth
in 1968, and while that increased six fold, it is still not that far from zero when
you consider that families typically draw on their wealth for larger expenses
such as meeting basic needs of the court of retiring,” the report explained.
Over the same period, White wealth tripled.
“In 2016, the medium African American family had only 10.2% of the
wealth of the medium White family ($17,409 versus $171,000).”
On the positive side, Black life expectancy only increased slightly in 50
years, meaning the suffering of Black folks is over sooner.
Hopefully, heaven is not color-coded. And even if it is, we’re in good shape,
since God made us in His image. This brings me back to my frustration and
disappointment over the faith community’s frustration and disappointment.
Attribute my frustration to the inability, or unwillingness, of the faith community to look inward, to self-reflect. From my perspective as a Griot and
Black Nationalist, I’m among the silent majority who believe the faith community, not the government, holds the key to Black equality, if not empowerment.
Our churches, mosques and television pulpits (for the Bedside Baptists)
hold the key but have been unwilling to unlock the door of opportunity and
empowerment.
True, government has a role, particularly as it relates to education and economic development. But government has also been an impediment. It has

5 reasons ABC must air cancelled ‘Black-ish’ episode
about NFL protests ABC recently pulled an episode of the
hit show that centered on the "Take a Knee" debate
Article courtesy of TheGrio

Black-ish is a show known for tackling
tough social issues, but a recent episode
about “Take a Knee” was reportedly
shelved indefinitely due to creative differences.

The episode entitled “Please Baby, Please,” was originally slated to air on
February 27, but was replaced by a rerun after the show’s producer, Kenya
Barris, failed to reach an agreement with ABC executives.
“Given our creative differences, neither ABC nor I were happy with the
direction of the episode and mutually agreed not to air it. Black-ish is a show
that has spoken to all different types of people and brought them closer as a
community and I’m so proud of the series,” said Barris.
The network issued its own statement on the matter.
“One of the things that has always made ‘Black-ish’ so special is how it
deftly examines delicate social issues in a way that simultaneously entertains
and educates. However, on this episode there were creative differences we
were unable to resolve,” an ABC spokesperson told Variety.
According to reports, the episode “features Anthony Anderson’s patriarch
Dre caring for his infant son on the night of an intense thunderstorm that
keeps the whole household awake. Dre attempts to read the baby a bedtime
story, but abandons that plan when the baby continues to cry.
He instead improvises a bedtime story that, over the course of the episode,
conveys many of Dre’s concerns about the current state of the country. The
episode covers multiple political and social issues. In one scene, Dre and oldest son Junior (Marcus Scribner) argue over the rights of athletes to kneel

(continued on page 8)

during the performance of the national anthem at football games.”
Here are 5 reasons ABC should air the episode:
It’s on-brand for the show.
Black-ish has covered controversial topics since its premiere in 2014.
Throughout its four seasons on the air, the show has hit on issues including
postpartum depression, slavery, police brutality, and Donald Trump. What
makes the “Take a Knee” debate off-limits? The show has won numerous
awards and received widespread praise for “going there” and now it seems
the “there” is too far when it threatens to offend a group with deep pockets.
The movement has been hijacked.
The “Take a Knee” movement has been hi-jacked by folks who insist NFL
players are disrespecting military members by refusing to stand during the
National Anthem. Last time I checked, standing during a song isn’t the only
way to show appreciation for the men and women of the armed forces. Plenty
of players who have refused to stand (including Colin Kaepernick) continue
to contribute to worthy causes and support our veterans.
Both sides should be heard.
All of the back-and-forth banter about “Take a Knee” has overshadowed
the fact that athletes (professional and otherwise) have the right to make their
voices heard and their efforts to convey their feelings about the current state
of the union is a right under the constitution.
And a show like Black-ish has the opportunity to illuminate both sides of
the argument in a way that avoids the usual rhetoric that continues to cloud
the real issues at hand.
Not all military members are offended by ‘Take a Knee.”
In an exclusive interview with TheGrio, MAJ Jas Boothe explained that
the movement isn’t necessarily offensive to veterans, even though its detractors continue to push that narrative.
“I don’t like to be used. I don’t like my service to be weaponized for a political purpose. That’s what irritated me about it. They were clear in why they
(continued on page 9)

THE PLIGHT OF THE UNIVERSITY BLACK MAN
LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
To The Editor:
Recently, I read an article that described being
a Republican college student as being the ‘elephant in the room.’ As an individual who embraces the tenets of the GOP, you can expect to
be harassed, isolated and the subject of unwarranted assumptions.
After reading that article I thought, ‘wow, this
sounds extremely familiar.’ Replace Republican
with African American and we find ourselves in
the same boat.
Since we (Black male college students) were
knee high to a grasshopper, the idea of going to
college was ingrained in the back of our skulls. It
was expressed as the path to success, the only
way to overcome the melanin in our skin. A college degree put us on a path to ensure a better
life for our children, and ours better than our parents.
This strategy encouraged us to live our lives
differently, to do what we thought would lead us
to success and respect from our own communities.
However, to our dismay, after studying while
many partied, while doing homework while
many slept, and after filling out dozens of college and scholarship applications, we have not
only seemingly lost the respect of many people
in our community, we have been transformed
into a Negro on a “high horse.”

Instead of being applauded for our accomplishments, we find ourselves attacked for ‘being different,’ uppity I think they use to call it.
Who could have imagined that following in the
footsteps of Martin Luther King, Jr., or Barack
Obama would result in our being targeted daily
with comments like “your Black college folk
can’t get y’all hands dirty,” or my absolute favorite “you will never know what hard work is.”
Obviously, the critics don’t realize that if going
to ‘college’ was easy, we would all have diplomas on the wall.
Moreover, few of us were raised with a silver
spoon. Few of our parents can afford to send us
to college, and most Black college students must
take out loans and work to sustain ourselves on
while we attend school full time.
Get our hands dirty? We do what’s necessary
today so we won’t have to dig ditches tomorrow.
We want to design the roads, not work on them.
But that’s not the only the only burden we
have to carry.
On campus, we are tasked with cooperating
and collaborating with people who see a color
different than their own and assume we are infe-

rior, or affirmative action recipients. We are constantly forced to prove our intelligence and work
ethic to everyone we encounter.
Many of us are encouraged to be the token
black friend, the one who always speaks on the
behalf of the entirety of the black population.
And in a second, we find ourselves targeted
when anything negative happens in the Black
community.
These plights make US, black university men,
‘the other elephant in the room.’ Unlike being a
Republican, I did not choose to be Black, nor is it
an attribute that I can change as my views on life
change.
My blackness is not a secret I can keep to myself only to be disclosed in a ballot booth. You
see, unlike the Republican student, our elephant
roars like a trumpet even when we are silent.
But because of how many of us were raised,
often without the Republican privilege, we have
learned to turn our roars into melodious songs of
triumph instead of lonely songs of sorrow.
To to my fellow university Black brothers,
keep going. See you in four years; at the top.
To our haters, doubters, and disbelievers, see
you in four short years, with a big pocket and an
even bigger future.
John W.
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bricks in the walls of apartheid and has contributed to the
despair of Black America through legislation and programs that sustain the culture of poverty.
Indeed, government—through politicians of both parties—is controlled by special interests, some of which
have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. To
expect that body to remedy a condition it benefits from
is akin to asking 45IQ to act with civility. Or to use common sense. Or to treat women with respect.
And then there is the church.
Frederick Douglass once declared that the American
Christian church was the main culprit in the establishment
and maintenance of the slave trade. Racism would be
ended in a generation if the American Christian Church
attacked and discredited it.
One hundred years later Martin Luther King, Jr.,
echoed those sentiments.
But King fell short of pointing out the role of the Black
Church in equalizing the playing field, of empowering its
constituency.
While King understood the value and necessity of the
Black Church leading the civil rights crusade, of serving
as the moral arm of the fight for justice and equality, he
didn’t recognize or pursue the power of the Black church
as an agent to address the economic and educational aspects of the quest.
King made the mistake of aligning the movement with
self-serving politicians and civil rights leaders whose
agenda was to make the poor comfortable in poverty, to
accept handouts as reparations.
In his quest for universal brotherhood, he made the
mistake of believing integration was a cure-all, without
realizing and anticipating that “desegregation” was a
placebo and the real problem was unequal resources and
lack of educational options and opportunities.
Imagine where we would be today if King had espoused a philosophy of liberation theology? Imagine how
history would have been changed if the Black church
viewed itself as more than an insurance agency, or business, it could have closed the gap and made the social
negatives, positives and stepping-stones.
Thus, is it any surprise the lofty goals outlined a halfcentury ago in the Kerner recommendations—to bring together the two Americas—to reduce, if not eliminate
poverty, to close the educational gap and to eliminate
health care disparities have not been realized?
Instead, the faith community should look at themselves
in starting a conversation about the Kerner Report.
I contend that the faith community, and the Black
church, had, and continue to have the power, influence
and resources to respond to the Kerner recommendations.
Think about it. The Black Church collected over $450
billion in tithes since the 1980s. That’s something like
$508 per person. But where does that money go? And for
what?
How does it benefit the lives of its congregants on this

side of “paradise”?
That question was raised 200 years ago as the Black
church sought out its role. Remember, most Africans
were taught from a bible with only a half dozen scriptures, all of which either told them to obey their “massas”
or be content in their sufferings. Their reward would be
in heaven; they were told, not on earth.
That was in sharp contrast to the teachings of liberation
theology, which spoke of the hereafter, but focused on
here and now.
Had that philosophy been more widely embraced, we
would not be talking about a Kerner report.
Still can’t visualize that reality?
Imagine a world where the Black church reinvested
that half a trillion dollars back into its community? Where
employment opportunities abound.
Rev. Floyd Flake, the former congressman who left his
high paying, prestigious job to focus on Black empowerment through theology, should be praised, his path duplicated.
His church, Allen Temple A.M.E., not only rehabs but
also sells housing to his congregation. Carpenters trained
in his church and employed by the church corporation rehabbed the homes.
He maintains a credit union to provide the loans, an
insurance company to cover the home, and a car dealership to provide transportation for congregants to get from
home to various church enterprises.
Hundreds of jobs are created in those enterprises. Others, including a school, employ Black professionals who
in turn open the doors for another generation.
On the drawing board are grocery stores, furniture outlets and eventually, the most important lucrative business
of all: weave and wig shops. (It’ll be interesting to see if
Bishop Flakes can convince sisters to purchase their
“hair” from anyone but an Asian or Arab? Everybody
knows yellow ice is colder, right?)
My point is we’ve always had the mechanism to uplift
our people. We’ve just been too confused to use it.
The latest assessment has Black consumers spending
in America at $1.2 trillion annually.
Sadly, 90% never touches two black hands before existing our community.
If we’re too dumb to realize what we’re doing to ourselves, maybe the church, the most power and sustaining
institution in our community, should provide leadership.
If ministers stood at their pulpits in their expensive
suits and gold crosses (is there something wrong with that
picture?) and instructed their congregations to put their
money in black banks, to purchase their goods and services from Black businesses, and to invest extra cash in
Black IPOs, the light at the end of the tunnel would not
be on-coming police, but instead a brighter future.
And, we wouldn’t be begging, complaining or turning
on each other.
Under those circumstances, we wouldn’t worry about
there being two Americas, for then ours would be equal
to theirs and we would have an opportunity to enjoy
heaven on earth.
—Shem Hotep.

Your
baby at
nine
months

(continued from page 2)
take away a favorite toy. Your baby
may already have discovered the
word “no.” If so, you’ll probably be
hearing it a lot.
Communication begins to take on
a more mature rhythm at 11 months.
Babies at this age can engage in a
regular back-and-forth conversation.
When you ask a question, you’ll get
a response, although you probably
won’t understand most of that response. When you name something
-- like the family dog -- your baby
can point at it. You’ll also probably
notice that your baby has a longer attention span and can focus on you or
a game for more than a few seconds
at a time.
Activities to keep your baby on
the right growing path
• Now that your baby is crawling
and walking with help, let him explore many different types of textures, including grass, carpet, and the
floor.
• Read together with your baby
every day. Involve your child in the
experience by pointing to people and
things in the pictures and asking
your baby what they are. You can
also involve him by letting him turn
the pages.
• Start reinforcing good behaviors
with praise, and correcting inappropriate behaviors with a firm “no.”
• Encourage your baby to start becoming more independent while
dressing, eating, and getting ready
for bed.
• your baby is now motoring
around on two feet, put socks with
treads on him or a pair of comfortable baby shoes when you go out.
Stick to bare feet at home until your
baby is actually walking.

Felesia Martin

(continued from page 1)
it was the moment she decided to
throw her proverbial hat into the ring.
“I had an inkling I would run (for
Mayo’s board seat). But his announcement of his retirement solidified it for me.”
And what intangibles does Martin
bring to the district? Aside from her
40-plus year residency in the district
and knowing its challenges and
strengths (such as its diversity), she
said her passion and love for the area
ultimately drove her to stay when she
had an opportunity to leave.
That same passion and love is driving Martin in the race to be the seventh district’s voice and champion
for positive change.
But the political bug didn’t bite
Martin until she got involved in her
first election campaign, knocking on
doors for President Barack Obama’s
two campaigns, and the campaigns of
other political office holders. She
later joined Organizing America.
“I’ve always connected to the
community and what residents are
looking for to improve the quality of
their lives, like fighting for health
care.”
Martin also participated in the
campaign against Gov. Scott
Walker’s Act 10 legislation which
stripped state labor unions of most of
their collective bargaining power.
The board candidate said her most
potent strength is her ability to look
at both sides of an issue and try to
find common ground.
“(The ability to) negotiate is part
of my success,” said Martin. “I always try to add value to people’s
lives. I try to get an idea of how other
peoples’ values and faith match up
with mine.
“I try to listen and understand their
needs and where they are, where they
want to go, and want to accomplish.
“I may not be a well-known face or
name, but if you’re involved in politics in Milwaukee and Wisconsin,
I’m very well-known.”
But Martin is well known at the
Medical College of Wisconsin,
where she has worked for 31 years in

an administrative capacity, monitoring and managing government budgets for academic research. She feels
her expertise in this field will be an
asset when it comes to scrutinizing
budgets that come before the board.
Martin has also worked for the
Boy Scouts of America, where she
helped establish Scout troops in predominately Black neighborhoods.
Asked what areas she would focus
on if elected April 3 over her opponent, Kenneth Ginlack, Sr., Martin
said she would focus on three areas:
Parks and recreation, mass transit,
and public safety.
Parks—
Martin said parks contribute to the
health of a community and are safe,
clean spaces for children and families.
Mass Transit—
Martin said the focus shouldn’t be
solely on connecting people to jobs
with Fox Conn. She said transit dollars and resources should also be focused on expanding transit service to
what she calls “WOW” Counties:
Waukesha, Ozaukee, and Washington counties.
Public Safety—
Though strides are being made to
rectify the problem in the area, Martin said the Sherman Park Neighborhood has a serious crime issue, which
is what drove many in the Jewish
community (and other ethnic and
racial groups) to outlying metropolitan areas. Martin said she would like
to see more residents in Sherman
Park, and the district as a whole, organize watch clubs and hold neighborhood meetings to discuss crime
issues, as well as improve policecommunity relations.
Martin also stressed the need for
more informed trauma care for residents psychologically impacted by
the shootings, speeding cars, and the
residual effects of the unrest in the
Sherman Park Neighborhood in
2016.
She explained informed trauma
care focuses on children and families
and treats them using a wholistic approach, giving them the tools to cope

with the depression and anger they’re
dealing with.
Despite the downsizing of the
county board’s hours, salary and influence on metropolitan affairs, Martin is confident the governmental
body can still make a positive impact
on the welfare of its residents.
“Working with the county executive, we can still change Milwaukee
for the better.”
To learn more about Martin and
her compaign, go to her Facebook
page (Martin for Milwaukee), her
website (martinformilwaukee.com),
phone (414)-745-9185.
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were kneeling so whether you agree with it or not, there
are people who made it about my military service when
it was never about that. For a veteran, me, a person who
is serving, they may get personally offended because we
stand for the flag. You kneeling might piss me off because
I’m like ‘ Hey don’t you see a flag? But I know what
you’re doing is not against me,” she says.
“I’m more offended that there are 22 veterans committing suicide on a daily basis. I’m more offended by the
fact that there are hundreds of thousands of veterans who
are homeless.
“If you care so much about me, do something that is
going to help my brothers and sisters and not just a gesture. There are much bigger issues affecting veterans that

need to be addressed and supported than the fact that
someone is taking a knee.”
ABC is making money moves.
Our guess is that ABC, which is owned by Disney
(which owns ESPN) is terrified of catching the wrath of
the NFL.
Their games are a huge destination for viewers and
we’re thinking the network is letting the potential loss of
coins influence their decision to sensor the show.
While television is of course, a business, something
doesn’t feel right about allowing the NFL to influence
what kind of art the public is permitted to have access to.
Black-ish is a form of art, and shelving the episode feels
a lot like burning books that the powers that be don’t approve of.
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